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HAT MAKES A GREAT communicator? While
we may disagree regarding the individuals we
believe serve as examples of great communicators, we probably would agree great communicators possess the ability to use words to create powerful, memorable
images. They also have the talent to produce a rhythm and
logical flow that move the audience through the written or
oral presentation. We also might include elements such as
humor, metaphor, and emotion.
Nahum would rank among the great communicators
of the Old Testament. Typically a prophetic book consists
of a collection of the prophet’s sermons and sometimes
accounts of events in the prophet’s life. Among the prophets, only Nahum’s work refers to itself as a “book” (Nah.
1:1). Scholars believe the use of the term “book” indicates
Nahum produced a cohesive literary work designed to be
read rather than preached.1
The structure of the book hints at Nahum’s literary
skill. A simple outline of the book consists of the brief
introduction (v. 1); a poem regarding God’s power,
His salvation of those who trust Him, and His judgment on those who oppose Him (vv. 2-11); four poems
regarding Nineveh’s imminent conquest and destruction
(vv. 7-15; 2:1-13; 3:1-7,8-13); and a final warning of
Nineveh’s pending doom (vv. 14-19).
Many Bible scholars agree that the prophet Nahum,
who prophesied the conquest and destruction of the
mighty Assyrian Empire, was the greatest poet of the Old
Testament. Scholars hail his work as a literary masterpiece
that compares with the great literary works of all nations
and all times. Nahum demonstrated his literary skill by
using a wide variety of literary forms, including linking
words, acrostic poetry, metaphor, description, alliteration,
assonance, and still other forms and devices.
Linking words—Nahum used various linking words and
phrases to weave his message into a cohesive unit. For
instance, he linked the initial poem and the concluding warning through the use of the Hebrew word “evil”

(translated “evil” in 1:11; “cruelty” in 3:19, HCSB).
Additionally, each of the four judgment poems concludes
with a word from God introduced by a Hebrew word (hinneh) often translated “behold” or “lo.” Hinneh instructed people to consider carefully what had been written (translated
“look” in 1:15 and 3:13, HCSB; “beware” in 2:13, HCSB: and
“behold” in 3:5, NASB). The word “chariot” (2:3,4,13; 3:2)
and the phrase “I am against you” (2:13; 3:5, HCSB) linked
the second and third judgment poems together. Using linking words and the overall theme of death and destruction,
Nahum crafted a cohesive, beautifully structured work.2
Alphabetic Acrostic—Nahum began his book with an
alphabetic acrostic, a poem in which the first word of
the first line or verse begins with the first letter of the
Hebrew alphabet and then each succeeding line or verse
begins with a word beginning with the next letter of the
alphabet. Typically an alphabetic acrostic has a line or
verse beginning with each letter of the alphabet from the
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first to the last (see Prov. 31:10-31; Lam. 1). While alphabetic acrostics may have helped individuals memorize the
poem, expressing completeness probably comprised their
basic function.3
Nahum’s alphabetic acrostic (1:2-8) is incomplete using
only half of the 22 letters of the Hebrew alphabet, with one
of the letters missing and two not occurring as the first letter of the line. Some scholars suggest Nahum borrowed and
adapted the first half of an earlier acrostic poem describing
God’s power. Others suggest Nahum intentionally left his
alphabetic acrostic incomplete. If a full alphabetic acrostic indicated completeness, a partial acrostic indicated
incompleteness. By using the incomplete acrostic, Nahum
emphasized God had begun His judgment of Nineveh and
Assyria, but more judgment remained to fall on them.4
Metaphors—Nahum masterfully employed metaphors
to convey God’s message. Since the lion served as Assyria’s
symbol, Nahum predicted Assyria’s destruction by describing lions who gathered prey, brought it back to their lair,
but were later destroyed (2:11-13). Nahum applied the
image of a prostitute, used by other prophets to portray
Israel’s sin, to Assyria, condemning the nation for its
arrogance, idolatry, and destructive ways (3:4-7). As a
husband and community in ancient times would publicly
condemn and humiliate a prostitute, so God would expose,
condemn, and humiliate Assyria. Nahum also used the
great Egyptian city Thebes as a metaphor for Nineveh’s
imminent destruction (vv. 8-10). Thebes had believed itself
invulnerable, but Assyria conquered it, killing children and
taking adults into exile. As Thebes had fallen, so would
Nineveh. Finally, Nahum portrayed Nineveh as a drunk
stumbling to find refuge (v. 11). Using common comparisons understood well by his readers, Nahum powerfully
communicated God’s message.5
As Nahum portrayed the siege, fall, and looting of
Nineveh (2:1-10; 3:1-3), he used short phrases and imperative verbs to capture the people’s panic, the Assyrian officers’ desperate orders, and the victory cries of the enemy
looting the fallen city. In times of panic and confusion
people speak quickly in phrases rather than complete
sentences. Through his literary skill, Nahum captured the
panic and confusion of battle, painting a powerful, realistic
portrait of a city’s fall. As a nation that had suffered invasion by the Assyrians, Judah’s inhabitants understood the
situation Nahum portrayed.6
To paint a more realistic portrait of Nineveh’s fall,
Nahum effectively employed both color and sound.
Nahum described the shields of Nineveh’s enemy flashing red either due to their being dyed leather or their
being copper that reflected the sun’s rays casting a reddish glow (2:3). Combined with the scarlet uniforms of
the enemy, the army seemed to be a red wave washing
into the city and sweeping everything away. The metal
fittings and armor of the chariots reflected the sun,
making the chariots look like lightning bolts coursing
through the stricken city (vv. 3-4).7

Alliteration and Assonance—Using alliteration and
assonance, Nahum piled up sounds to illustrate Nineveh’s
inevitable destruction. The Hebrew words (buqah,
mebuqah, mebullaqah) translated “desolation, decimation, devastation” (v. 10, HCSB) sound almost exactly the
same, playing on the same consonantal and vowel sounds
in the same order. The repetition of sounds hammered
home the certainty and completeness of the destruction.
The Hebrew words translated “jolting chariot” (3:2) also
contain similar consonantal and vowel sounds in the same
order. Nahum further employed a repetition of a long “O”
sound throughout the same verse perhaps to emphasize
the continuing onslaught of the enemy.8
Rhetorical Questions—Another literary device Nahum
employed was rhetorical questions. A rhetorical question
does not require lengthy thought and analysis before supplying an answer because the answer is immediately obvious. Throughout his book Nahum used rhetorical questions to remind his readers of God’s invincible power (2:6),
Nineveh’s vulnerability (3:8), the certainty of Nineveh’s fall
(2:11), and the rejoicing among the nations that would
accompany Nineveh’s fall and Assyria’s collapse (3:7,19).
Direct Address—Nahum concluded his book with a
direct address to the Assyrian king in the form of a funeral
dirge (vv. 18-19). Nineveh’s military and political leaders
lay dead. Her people were scattered throughout the countryside without a leader like sheep scattered over the hills
with no shepherd. Assyria lay mortally wounded with no
hope of recovery. Such loss should normally lead to great
mourning, but in an ironic twist Nahum emphasized the
joy that would sweep across the nations as the cruel enemy
who oppressed them all finally reaped what it had sown.
God always raises up individuals with the gifts He
needs to accomplish His purposes. When He needed an
incomparable poet with consummate skill to communicate His coming judgment against Nineveh and Assyria,
He selected and empowered Nahum. Nahum’s words
still ring today with the sure knowledge that those who
oppose God will face His judgment.
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